
Flexible Flexible PhysicsPhysics: MULTIMEDIA : MULTIMEDIA Use inUse in  PREPARINGPREPARING  

EDITEDIT video  video 
with iMovie on with iMovie on 
a MacBook a MacBook 
ProPro

WATCHWATCH at  at 
home, on a home, on a 
laptop, or on a laptop, or on a 
computer in the computer in the 
lablab

~4 hours~4 hours         ~4 hours      ~4 hours ~1 hour~1 hour ~3 minutes~3 minutes

DELIVERDELIVER on web with  on web with 
either Flash media either Flash media 
player, HTML5, a third-player, HTML5, a third-
party vendor, or YouTubeparty vendor, or YouTube

FILMFILM video  video 
with camera with camera 
borrowed from borrowed from 
LSSLSS

18 students were asked to “mark on the following line with an X how prepared you feel going into 18 students were asked to “mark on the following line with an X how prepared you feel going into 
this week's lab.”  They then watched the video (RC5, 3:20 min), and re-marked the same line with this week's lab.”  They then watched the video (RC5, 3:20 min), and re-marked the same line with 
a circle.  In the diagram above, the lines connect the initial and final markings; green represents a a circle.  In the diagram above, the lines connect the initial and final markings; green represents a 

positive change and red is negative.positive change and red is negative.

““...the videos are very helpful, ...the videos are very helpful, 
especially since I am a visual especially since I am a visual 
learner...”learner...”

Show. Don't Tell.Show. Don't Tell.  We've created a set of  We've created a set of 
video-based learning objects to prepare video-based learning objects to prepare 
students and TAs for physics labs.  students and TAs for physics labs.  In ~3min, In ~3min, 

we outline the relevant concepts, demonstrate the we outline the relevant concepts, demonstrate the 

equipment, and run through the lab procedure.equipment, and run through the lab procedure.

Short But Sweet:Short But Sweet:   shorter shorter 
videos are more likely to be videos are more likely to be 
watched entirelywatched entirely
No New Material:No New Material:   review review 
what they should already what they should already 
know from lectureknow from lecture
Keep it Simple:Keep it Simple:  presenting  presenting 
the material at a low level will the material at a low level will 
reduce student anxiety about reduce student anxiety about 
the labthe lab
Emphasize:Emphasize:  how does the  how does the 
lab procedure relate to the lab procedure relate to the 
concepts?  What are you concepts?  What are you 
measuring and why?measuring and why?

Video Goals:Video Goals:
Connect Lab to LectureConnect Lab to Lecture
Reduce Pre-lab AnxietyReduce Pre-lab Anxiety
Make Equipment FamiliarMake Equipment Familiar
Reduce Lab “Downtime”Reduce Lab “Downtime”

 “ “Showing the [concepts Showing the [concepts 
overview] in overview] in the beginning the beginning 
helps me see how this is helps me see how this is 
related to class”related to class”

Without Without eithereither grade-based  grade-based 
incentives or reminders, about incentives or reminders, about 

half of studentshalf of students  
will watch the videos at home.will watch the videos at home.  

Contact:  Contact:  Duncan CarlsmithDuncan Carlsmith
UW-Madison Department of PhysicsUW-Madison Department of Physics

flexible.physics.wisc.eduflexible.physics.wisc.edu

..

Design Principles:Design Principles:

OMG, OMG, 
IDK!IDK!

I hope my I hope my 
group members group members 

get it...get it...

Meh.Meh. Only some Only some 
small small 

problems...problems...

Piece of Piece of 
cake.cake.

Video Delivery:Video Delivery:

Video uploaded to Video uploaded to YouTubeYouTube

Using a Using a FlashFlash media player media player

With interactive transcript With interactive transcript 
from from 3Play Media3Play Media

Creation Process:Creation Process:

Results:Results:

@@Undergraduates for LABSUndergraduates for LABS
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